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25 items that sell out online eBay and  FBA Thrift store profits yard sale Gold I will teach you when

and how to go Garage Sailing also known as Yard sailing is going to be a powerful tool for you to

make money online.I will give you tricks that will get you items much cheaper than your competition.

I will show you in this book phone apps to make sure what and how well your items sell for before

you leave or purchase them!The goal is to move items quickly due to my knowledge you can make

money in days not weeks.I will show you ideas and apps of-where to find yard sales saving you

TONS of time (time is money)reading this book you will be much better equipped to save time and

money versus trial and error..Everyone is looking for opportunity and we all know the old saying

when Opportunity Knocks answer the door.Â However what if opportunity does not knock? What if

opportunity just stands at the door and waits for you to open it?What if opportunity is standing

around you everyday on the bus bench where you catch the bus and even in the trash? Â would

know what opportunity looks like?Â I tell you now that opportunity is around you everyday in many

ways that you do not even know! You need me to help you and guide you and show you

opportunity, you need help in the description and knowing exactly where and when to look for

opportunity.Â That's why you have me, we are coming up on the greatest opportunity online sales

are going on and people are buying stuff like crazy!Â What if I could show you how to cash inI can

and will.I will show you in my e book how to make Pockets full of cash to have the best for your

family!I'm going to show you how to utilize eBay to cash in on the hot Trend products to turn and

make a lot of profit by selling things directly on ebay all these things you will be able to sell and

make profit!Opportunity is going to be standing beside you , I'm going to point Â out these

opportunities to you in this book I'm going to show you how to find the hot items in time to cash in on

them. I'm going to show you the exact way that I do this to make sales Â I will also show you tricks

and tips on how to get the hard to reach and hard to get items. Putting you above the competition

and putting more money in your pocket!Â So what are you waiting for opportunity is standing right

here in the form of an e-book that you can read from any computer or any handheld device such as

a smartphone PDA or tablet.Â Opportunity is standing and waving at you and knocking. Answer the

call!!get the book follow the simple step by step instructions and make cash!Don't wait get the book

today start making money as soon as possible. Get the book follow the simple step-by-step

instructions and make the cash you deserve for your family !
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So poorly written I could not complete it. The sentences run together. No periods. Wording that

made no sense. This is the trouble with self-publishing in the digital world without someone actually

publishing your work professionally. You just have no idea what you're buying and anyone can sell

content.I admit that as a professional writer myself, I am far more critical of writing than the average

reader. I'm very critical of my own writing. But I let a whole lot of poor writing go in my reviews

because people today do not demand good writing nor do they know what good writing is. In

general. That does not include all readers or all writers. Still, good writing is far more effective and

people deserve to have the opportunity to read it when they pay for it.But when you ask people to

buy what they write, when you expect them to pay good money to you in exchange for your

creation, you need to offer them a good experience and a reading adventure that at least appears to

come from someone with a minimum of education and ability.This "book" contains many ideas

thrown out in no particular order or organization. Most everything is so very basic that unless you

are a rank beginner in reselling, you'll have known all this stuff ages ago. Again, I must offer a

disclaimer that I am 71 and had my first thrift shop at seventeen, have been reselling along with my

writing since then. So, of course this will seem basic to me. It may not to a few others.There are

many good books about selling on eBay and other platforms that are professionally organized and

written and published by a major publishing house and you are far better off buying one or two of



them.
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